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NLLS Message Board
We hope everyone had a good time at the Alberta Library Conference
in Jasper and that these first 4 months of 2015 have been healthy,
happy, and productive for you. Check out the following events of note
from the first quarter of this year:
More Funding from PLSB
Public Library Services Branch announced on February 24 th they will
provide more funding for Hoopla. The total amount for Alberta public
libraries was $155,000 with NLLS receiving $12,000. We thank PLSB
for their continued support of public libraries.

We quote the Chairman of TAL—“with this appointment, the TAL
Executive Committee is confident it will have the leadership it needs to
build on existing strengths and develop in ways that will ensure future
sustainability and growth.” We welcome Grant to the Alberta library
scene.
New TRAC Library Cards
On Wednesday February 25, 2015, new permanent plastic library cards
were introduced to the Library managers of NLLS. The new cards will
replace the older, thin cardboard cards and clear plastic pouches. There
will no longer be any need to purchase those clear plastic pouches,
which have only gone up in price in the last few years.
Provincial Election

PLSB Study of Public Libraries in School Facilities

58.2% of Albertans cast votes at advance polls and on May 5, marking
PLSB will conduct visits to public libraries housed in school facilities to the highest voter turnout for a provincial election in 22 years. Albertans
elected a new Legislative Assembly composed of 53 NDP members, 21
evaluate the delivery of library services in school-housed public
libraries. A report and suggestions will be available for Library boards representatives from the Wildrose Party, 10 Progressive Conservatives,
and 1 MLA from each of the Liberal and Alberta parties. This new
when considering a joint facility. This decision is a result of a survey
government brings new MLAs for the majority of NLLS members. See
conducted by PLSB in 2013 regarding public libraries in school
below for the name of the MLA in your riding.
facilities.
New Member for NLLS

Athabasca-Sturgeon-Redwater – The Hon. Colin Piquette (NDP)

On the first year anniversary of the County of Lamont’s membership in
the Northern Lights Library System, the Town of Lamont followed suit
and became our newest member. The Town of Lamont Public Library
is housed in the Lamont High School. We welcome Public Library
manager Krystal Kinash and her staff to NLLS. All efforts are directed
to Lamont to get them up and running and enjoying the benefits of
being part of the Region and TRAC. Steven Sharun is the NLLS Board
member from the Town of Lamont.

Barrhead-Morinville-Westlock – The Hon. Glenn van Dijken
(Wildrose)

Appointment of New CEO for TAL
Grant Chaney was appointed The Alberta Library’s new CEO. Grant
began his appointment on March 2, 2015.
Grant comes to TAL with a variety of experience. Grant was President
of Strategic Technology Initiatives serving clients such as Alberta
Enterprise and Advanced Education. He established and was Executive
Director of ApplyAlberta. Grant was Chief Technology Officer for
Alberta Innovation and Science during which time he led the
implementation of The Alberta Supernet. Grant was also Assistant
Deputy Minister in Alberta Public Works, and amongst other things, he
was responsible for cross government information technology
initiatives.

Battle River-Wainwright –The Hon. Wes Taylor (Wildrose)
Bonnyville-Cold Lake – The Hon. Scott Cyr (Wildrose)
Fort Saskatchewan-Vegreville – The Hon. Jessica Littlewood (NDP)
Lac La Biche-St. Paul-Two Hills – The Hon. David Hanson (Wildrose)
Vermilion-Lloydminster – The Hon. Dr. Richard Starke (PC)
Contact information for each MLA can be found on the Legislative
Assembly of Alberta website (https://www.assembly.ab.ca/) under
“Members of the Legislative Assembly.” Feel free to ask Public
Services for the MLAs’ contact information as well.

Board Briefs
Hello everyone,
2015 has brought and is continuing to bring change to NLLS. First, and most visibly, are the
changes to the NLLS staff. The recent departures of our Director, Assistant Director, and both
Public Services Consultants have required the remaining staff to pull together and take on expanded responsibilities. I thank them for this—their efforts are much appreciated. I hope our
member libraries will have patience with us as we move forward, and the Board’s clear direction
is to fill the vacant positions as soon as possible.
Our first new face at NLLS headquarters is Adriene Shapka,
who joins our team as the Communications and Marketing
Consultant in Public Services. Her responsibilities encompass the research and policy development required to ensure
NLLS continues to meet the needs of its stakeholders, as
well as the communication and marketing tasks necessary to
promote and advocate for NLLS services and initiatives.
Adriene comes to us with a legal background, which will no
doubt be an asset in ensuring policy compliance with legislative requirements and advocating on behalf of our library
system and member libraries.

Upcoming 2015 NLLS Board Meetings:
June 13, September 12, and November 7
(AGM)
All Board meetings are held at NLLS
headquarters in Elk Point
Arnold Hanson (Beaver County) - Chair
Stephen Dafoe (Town of Morinville) Vice Chair

Public Library Services Branch will also be doing an organizational review of the Board, its Executive make-up, and the
Governance model we operate under. We are hopeful this
will be completed before the end of the year.

Greg Barr (Town of Vermilion) - Vice
Chair

I wish everyone a good summer, and I hope you are able to
enjoy some good reading during this time!

Pat Gordeyko (County of Two Hills)

Dallas Degenhardt (Village of Edgerton)
Wayne Bokenfohr (Sturgeon County)

Laurent Amyotte (County of St. Paul)
Vicky Lefebvre (City of Cold Lake)
Dianne Ross (Town of Smoky Lake)

From Arnold Hanson,
Chair of the NLLS

Steven Schafer (Town of Athabasca)

News & Notes

Great news for those of you who want a little more outside purchasing
money! The percentage has been raised from 35% to 40%; all outside purchase accounts have been adjusted to reflect the change.
The recent purged Purchase Orders of 2014/15 are under control. However, the encumbered amount is going to be the ongoing problem. NLLS
will have to balance the encumbered at the end of each week and re-enter
the PO’s. If you have any concern with what is encumbered and what
items you have on order, please call Acquisitions. The good news is we are
back on track and back down to our one week turn-around time for all new
and cat-sheet items.
We had a great turnout for the Spring ULS bus trip and take-away, even
though the dates were not the greatest with Easter being so close. We had
six libraries and two staff members go down to Calgary on the bus trip and
two libraries went to the take-away in Edmonton. These events are great to
go and check out the materials before you buy. If you feel you have missed
out, don’t fret, there will be another take-away in Edmonton in October.

Have a great Spring!
NLLS Bibliographic Services

News &
Hi everyone,
How fast time flies! We had officially entered into the season of spring, although it
was snowing when I wrote this article. It seems winter is reluctant to leave us.
Maybe it is because it does not want us to forget it; I am sure we won’t forget, because of what we experienced in the past three months.
Polaris was upgraded to the version 4.1R2 in January. Based on what I learned
from my colleagues and some member libraries, this upgrading process was much
better compared with the last one. Thus, I would like to take this opportunity to
thank our network analysts who worked so hard to make sure everything went well
during those days. I would also like to thank all member libraries for the patience
that you had during the upgrade. This Polaris upgrade kept us quite busy in February. Obviously, it didn’t work well in the beginning. We got different errors. Some
of them were related to the work that every TRAC library performed at that time.
Some of them were related to the internal system settings of Polaris; and some of
them were related to a development bug which cannot be fixed until next upgrade.
In March, the Board meeting took place successfully, during which some agreement has been reached on the NLLS server upgrade plan. We hope to upgrade the
servers soon at the NLLS headquarters.
As there is so much to say about the past, there is also so much to say about the future. This year, the IT department will pay a site visit to every member library. Visits start in April and hopefully end by October. I look forward to meeting some of
you in the coming months during the IT site visits. So, before we meet, please enjoy the coming spring time. Thank you!

Sincerely,
Wei

& Notes
Hello from Public Services!
The past months have seen changes in our department and have brought
new challenges and responsibilities for us. It is our hope we will have a
Public Services Consultant join us soon, but in the meantime, we are doing our best to complete all required tasks and ensure the smooth operation of the Public Services department. We thank you for your patience
and encourage you to contact us with any questions and assistance requests you may have.
Final preparations for the Summer Reading Program are underway, and
we would like to thank our summer students, Courtney Wilkowski and
Leigha Bishop for all the hard work they have put into the Program since
arriving.
We are eagerly awaiting the full integration of 3M into Polaris for the increased and easy access it and OverDrive provide to library materials.
The tech savvy members of our department are thrilled to be able to use
tablets and Iphones to read their eBooks anywhere. The upcoming launch
of the Boopsie app also deserves mention, and we encourage you to creep
(to practice our social media lingo) on our Facebook page!
Have a wonderful Spring!

Adriene, Kim, and Susan
NLLS Public Services

Spring Feature: P

Things to consider when welcoming a furry, sca
Whether or not Northeastern Alberta knows it, Spring officially sprung on March 21st.
We associate the season with fresh daffodils, green grass, rain, the promise of the warmth
of the sun on our skin, and—if you’re an animal lover like I am—animals! I still
remember my parents reading Sleepy Bear by Lydia Dabcovich to my little sister many a
night before bed, narrating the arrival of spring: “Bees come back, birds come back,
BUGS come back” (her emphasis, naturally).

So what better time to gather stories about the animals that live in some of our member libraries? As a young
patron, I remember the sweet, not-so-little rat that lived at our local library (clearly not in rat-free Alberta!).
Books like “Dewey: The Small Town Library Cat Who Touched the World” demonstrate how invested in and
attached patrons can become to library pets. Of course, there are positives and negatives to everything, and this
isn’t a feature to convince you to get an animal for your library—rather, it’s an opportunity to hear about your
colleagues’ experiences with pets in their libraries. I hope you enjoy! Jane Fisher—Public Services
Q and A with Tanya Boudreau, Library Manager at Harbour View Branch, Cold Lake Public Library
What made you decide to welcome living creatures into your library?
I want our library to be memorable and unique. I always wanted an aquarium in the library because when I was growing
up, my public library back home in Cape Breton had one in the children's area. One day, about ten years ago, I noticed
the aquarium water was very low in the aquarium at the local gas station I frequent. The owner said he didn't want them
anymore, so I asked if I could take the fish and aquarium off his hands. I brought it back to the library that day; in the
winter!
What made you decide on fish? Why are they a good animal to have in a library setting?
I would love a library cat, but staff and patrons have allergies. Fish were a great second choice for this reason. People of
all ages have fun watching the fish. We have a baby who comes to Baby Rhyme Time on Mondays who stands in front
of one of the aquariums and makes fish kisses noises. Before story time on Thursdays, the kids run over to see the "big
fish," and we have a man who comes in and jokes with us about why we don't have a fishing rod by the tanks for him.
Families will often walk over to the biggest aquarium and look at the filtration system, and many a patron comment on
what Clinger, the algae eater, eats (zucchini and cucumber slices).
What are the positives and negatives of having animals (in this case, fish) in a library setting?
The positive: fish are entertaining and peaceful to watch, the water adds moisture to the air, and they draw people into
new areas of the library. They allow conversation to happen too.
Negative: it takes time and desire to ensure your tanks are clean and your fish are happy. And a little bit of money for
new filter sponges and charcoal and food.
Would you recommend it to other libraries?
Yes, for sure. But only if you have the time and desire. Fish can live a long time. I have ones that are over 15 years old
now.

Pets in the Library

aly, or feathered friend into your library’s space
How do patrons respond?
Nothing but positive comments. And I often hear, "Oh, we should get one for the house". Sometimes,
kids will go up to the aquarium and show something to the fish (the craft we made after story time), or
talk to them.
Any negativity or complaints from patrons? How do you deal with it?
Nothing negative. Sometimes, kids ask to feed the fish. I tell them they have already eaten or if they
haven't eaten, I let the kids put the food in the tanks. And it's sad for me if one dies. But I haven't had
many deaths.
Tell us about the rescue stories!
Some of the fish needed homes as the owners were moving out of the province. One came from an
outdoor pond. He had been living in a small bucket in the house over the winter. Part of his fin was
damaged because the pond froze over before the owners took him out. The algae eaters were too big
for the tanks they were in (one woman brought one of the algae eaters to us in an ice cream bucket because she saw his living conditions and wanted us to put him in our bigger tank).
Any tips for other libraries thinking of having fish? For example - what you do with them when
the library shuts down for holidays, is only one person responsible for feeding, etc?
I come in over the holidays and weekends to feed the fish. Because I enjoy it, I don't mind. I am responsible for the cleaning of the tanks and the feeding.

If you have any additional
questions about keeping fish in
your library, Tanya says you are
welcome to contact her directly at
780-639-3963 or via email:
manager2@library.coldlake.ab.ca.
Turn the page for another Pets in
the Library story

Just Like Home: Havin

By Ashley
Long gone are the days of the
stuffy archaic library. Those
frigid, cloistered halls where
everything from conversations to
common folk were unwelcome.
Today, libraries have become
community hubs for facilitating a
variety of interests. With
everything from hobby sessions
to advocacy groups, libraries are
eager to serve.
Not that it’s easy, a fact that the Morinville
Community Library knows all too well. Despite a
facility renovation, active programing and a vibrant
collection of well circulated materials, too many hours
have found our chairs empty. The question then
becomes: in the world of library services, how do we
grow beyond programing and loaning into a place
where people choose to spend their free time?
Lucky for us, one such solution presented itself
in August 2013 when a staff member announced she
was looking to rehome her six year old female veiled
chameleon. Our minds began to race with possibilities.
Everything from advertising campaigns, to social media
and programing; the chameleon could become part of
our brand. Beyond that, we thought about how great it
would be to have a library pet to care for. Pets make
anyplace feel more like home.

maintaining our mascot amounts to less than we spend
vacuuming.
Additionally, they have no fur or hair to cause
allergic reactions and, unlike smaller mammalian pets
such as hamsters, they are vine dwellers so there is no
need for dusty cotton bedding or shavings. Basically,
patrons would be at greater risk of suffering allergic
reactions from the dust in our books than by our colourchanging friend.
Above and beyond that, choosing to commit to
the animal was the biggest obstacle. We found that, as
soon as we had decided to take her in, we simply found
ways to make it work. We approached our local pet
store for sponsorship and they agreed to supply the food
free of charge. We also set up a donation bin at the front
desk to collect funds for any veterinary or maintenance
costs we might face in the future and, in four months,
we were able to raise $600.00, enough to keep our pet
comfortable.
Greater so than we could have imagined,
bringing a pet into the library has been a huge success.
Our first was sweet Rambo. She was very calm and
liked to snuggle up in a warm pocket for naps. The
community fell in love with her, stories of her adoption
appeared in both the Morinville News and St. Albert
Gazette newspapers, and people traveled out of their
way to come in and visit her.

Finally! We discovered one way people enjoyed
We did some basic research and discovered that
spending their free time in the library: visiting
chameleons are low energy pets that reside in
our little pet.
terrariums. With the proper equipment, the daily time
Of course, by taking on a pet, you are always faced with
required to care for them is 15 minutes. Beyond that, the
the inevitable. Rambo was a senior when we adopted
terrarium needs a deep cleaning once a year which can
her and she passed away a year later. It was
take up to an hour. In other words, the time spent
heartbreaking for us and we miss her to this day but,

ng Pets in the Library

y M. Janes
given the amazing response from our community, we
were resolved to get another pet and continue the
positive influence Rambo had over everyone she met.

counter in March. After all, what’s a library family
without a few colourful friends?

Four months after Rambo’s passing, staff
donations allowed us to purchase a brand new baby
chameleon, the aptly named: Loki. This peppy boy is a
different creature altogether, with loads of attitude and
a colour scheme to match. He started off just a wee
little fella, but with an appetite to rival his personality.

On any given day, we will have five to ten people
stop by just to check him out, say hi, and watch him
gobble a worm. He is always the perfect conversation
starter and the kids absolutely adore him.
For the library staff, he has become so much
more than a mascot. You will often find us spending
our breaks just watching him bask under a warm light
or sip from his water hose. He’s become a source of
relaxation and joy in what can otherwise be a
demanding atmosphere.
A pet won’t instantly transform the visitor
statistics in your library, but they have certainly helped
improve ours, along with the overall atmosphere for
both our patrons and staff. The Morinville Community
Library has never felt more like home.
As for Loki? Well, he’s such a charming boy
that he’s made a couple of new buddies: Jabba and
Yoda, the Firebelly Toads who arrived at our check-in

After graduating from the University of
Alberta, Ashley began working at the
Morinville Community Library in
2013. When she has free time, she
prefers to spend it walking in the
countryside with her family, reading
anything she can get her hands on and
crafting her skill as a writer. She lives
in Morinville with her husband, dog
and two cats, who are all busily
preparing for the June arrival of their
first baby.

The Cozy

Reader’s Advisory is one of the many rewarding compo
Donna Leon’s Commissario Series
Reviewer: Cynthia Graefe, Alice B. Donahue Library and Archives
For mystery novel fans I would like to recommend Donna Leon’s Commissario Brunetti
series. These mysteries are set in Venice which is so richly evoked that the city itself
becomes a character.
The cases always involve murder but frequently address social justice issues such as
environmental degradation, blood diamonds, or the illicit disposal of toxic waste. The
intelligent and thoughtful Guido Brunetti must deal with these cases that are often morally
ambiguous, and reflective of Italian society and culture, that don’t always lend themselves
to a clear resolution. Apart from the mystery itself much of the appeal of these books lies in the vivid descriptions of
Venetian life as led by Brunetti, his family, and colleagues. The reader gets a wonderful sense of the city’s winding streets,
plazas, canals, coffee bars, markets, and restaurants. You can almost believe that you have really visited the city.
The characters are, for the most part, very attractive. Brunetti, unlike so many modern detectives in fiction, has no
substance abuse or relationship issues. The depictions of his happy home life usually take place around the lunch and
dinner tables where a wide assortment of mouth-watering Italian dishes are served. This can be bothersome if you are a
little peckish and can only come up with cheese and crackers.
Donna Leon is a marvelous writer who could easily take her place among “literary writers.” She has lived in Venice
for more than thirty years and her love for and knowledge of the city shines through her writing.

The Pearl that Broke its Shell by Nadia Hashimi
Reviewer: Ina Smith, Bonnyville Municipal Library
I recently enjoyed Hashimi’s debut novel The Pearl that Broke its Shell and I would recommend it
to anyone who has enjoyed books by Khaled Hosseini. With the plight of women in Afghanistan in
the news and on my mind, I was interested in a story that addressed the ongoing struggles of these
women both from a historical and a current perspective.

The story is told from the view point of two women in Afghanistan who lived a century apart. In
2007 Kabul, Rahima is a young girl who, along with her sisters, is trapped by her gender. As girls,
without a male chaperone, they can only attend school sporadically and cannot even leave their
home. Their only hope lies in the ancient custom of bacha posh, which allows young Rahima to
dress and be treated as a boy until she is of marriageable age. As a son, she can attend school, go to the market, and
chaperone her older sisters. At the turn of the 20th century her great-great grandmother Shekiba saved herself and built a
new life for herself in the same way. After the death of her family in a rural Afghan village, circumstances bring her to life
as a male guard in the king’s harem in Kabul. The alternating stories of Rahima and Shekiba illustrate how little Afghani
society has changed in its view and treatment of women.
If you like historical fiction with a twist read this book! It has a great cover, too!

y Corner

onents of librarianship. Tell us—What are you reading?
Wesley the Owl by
Stacey O’Brien
Reviewer: Cheryl
Paulichuk, Alice
Melnyk Public
Library
In July 2008, I
started working at
the Alice Melnyk
Public Library. At
this time I had never read an actual Non-Fiction book. After
many changes were made in the library and after my hands
and eyes had scanned and moved many a book, I discovered
this gem…I’m not usually one to sit down and read a book,
cover to cover but this one I did! It was so beautifully
written and the story tugged at my heartstrings and made
me laugh too.
In 1985, Stacy (the author), a biologist by trade, met and
adopted a 4 day old barn owl at an owl laboratory at
Caltech (California Institute of Technology). There she
worked with other biologists and scientists studying and
rehabilitating owls of all breeds and sorts. She fell quite
smitten with Wesley as he was unable to be released
because his one wing had nerve damage. What started out

as a simple and sweet endeavor of nursing and loving him,
ended up being a 19 year relationship with an owl that
became very smitten with her. Wesley had little to no desire
to allow others to court his “girl” and also made nests for
her, brought her gifts wrapped up in a lil’ furry packages
(complete with a tail, I know, YUCK!), helped to clean her
and made her life complete in a way Stacy had not
expected.

This book has wonderful pictures all the way through
Wesley’s life and it makes it that much more delightful,
sweet and endearing to see him and her. I learnt all sorts of
neat facts about barn owls. For example:
* Did you know that a baby owl smells like maple syrup?
*They are NOT flock birds but they mate for life and if one
passes on the other will most likely follow suit.
*They are very emotional …
*They are primarily auditory learners, very playful and
inquisitive…
That’s all I’m willing to share! It’s a wonderful read and I
encourage and have encouraged many in our own library to
read it. Everyone that brought it back loved it!

Edge of Eternity – Book 3 of the Century Trilogy by Ken Follett
Reviewer: Amber Fehr, Three Cities Public Library
The history of our world in a way that makes you understand it, know it,
and believe it. I love histor y. Always have. Always will. I was a ner d for Social Studies in school, loving the history of the tsar, of the battles, and the ways of
old. Then, I was introduced to the writing of Ken Follett by my former high
school social teacher, and from there, it was, well, history! What I thought I knew
about World War I & II paled in comparison to the way I felt and understood it after reading the first two books in
the Century Trilogy. Taking the life and stories of five different families from around the world, I appreciated so
much more the struggles of all sides, not painting one side as “good” or one as “bad” but seeing the story as a
whole. So when the third book, Edge of Eternity came out, I basically devoured the book, all 1100 pages. Carrying
on with the same five families from across the world in their next generations, I was captured within the Cold War,
segregation in the United States, the Vietnam War, and finally, the fall of the Berlin Wall. I cried through presidential assassinations, persecution of African Americans, the poverty of Russians, and the complete isolation of East
Berliners. I saw the hardiness of those who lived through so much more than we will ever face, the courage,
strength, and hope of those who dreamed of something more for this world.

Get With th

By Mich
Let’s face it, programming can be tricky! Your patrons express the desire for a certain program
and you organize it, only to have it poorly attended for some reason – the weather, a competing
program announced last minute, or a time frame that works for the presenter but for some reason not
the audience. Therefore, at the Vermilion Library we like to have a certain amount of what we call
passive programming. These are activities that are easy to present and are not tied to a certain time.
They occur whenever the patron chooses during their visit to the library.
This year as part of our Winter Reading program we organized a number of different passive
programs. As an incentive to participate we offered entry into a weekly draw for everyone that met a
certain minimum for the activity. Prizes were not expensive; most were small library themed coupons.
One of the programs that worked well was a challenge that involved guessing which flags
belonged to certain countries. Ever ything was centered at the checkout desks: answer sheets and
pencils, with replicas of flags on the whiteboard behind the desks. Staff promoted the challenge and
offered hints, they also referred people to the nearby book display that went along with the theme.

Our biggest success was our giant Scrabble board. We created a scrabble board using a decal
mounted on sheet metal. A business in town attached this layer to plywood and we hung the board
from the ceiling. The letters were made of foam core with self-adhesive magnet strips on the back.
We had a proper tray for holding the chosen letters on a table under the board, and a sign that indicated
turns. Patrons played as a team against the staff, and the tally was kept on the whiteboard behind the
desk. We also announced results and posted pictures on our Facebook page. Patrons were very
enthusiastic; some came in just to take a turn and we are still receiving inquiries about when it will
return. We will definitely use this activity again.
After our scrabble challenge was done we mounted a crossword puzzle decal on the back of the
board, hung it once again from the ceiling and provided erasable markers. Clues were provided both at
the board and in larger print behind the checkout desk. This was also quite successful.

he Program!

ele Scott
For the week before Valentine’s Day our program was Blind Date
with a Book. Our display was filled with br ightly wr apped
books, and any patron willing to chance taking one home
received a draw ticket. We provided some hints to help patrons
choose a suitable “date”, and enjoyable new authors were
discovered by a number. This program was so popular last year
that, by request, we added a program for children called Make a
New Friend with a Book. Shar ing whether or not the date or
friend turned out to be a match was part of the enjoyment.
Programs that worked the best had common features. One was that they had a strong visual
component. This ranged from outsized boards to a related book display. The white board behind the
front desks always either advertised the program or contained parts of it, in colourful markers with
pictures included. Patrons quickly became accustomed to checking the board to see if they were
interested in the weekly program. Secondly, the activities were quick and easy to complete, with all of
the tools needed for the task centralized in one area. Programs that took longer or needed more input
were not as successful. Another component was staff participation. With the activities located near the
front desk, it was very easy for staff to encourage anyone showing interest. Staff were all wellinformed about the activities, and if it was possible for staff to participate, they did. This made it
inviting to patrons; one of the strong appeals of the Scrabble game was the competitive aspect.
Passive programming provides an opportunity to reach a wide number of patrons. It reaches
people at their own convenience. Sometimes it needs to be adjusted to the nature of your patrons, but
often it can appeal to a wide range of age groups. Be prepared to join in and be enthusiastic, and these
programs can help you be a library that is fun to visit anytime, and full of pleasant surprises.

As a summer job during university, Michele worked as a replacement for
the Children's Librarian. She earned a Bachelor of Arts degree with a
major in English. After being involved with several library boards, and
working as a bookstore clerk, she joined the Vermilion Public Library as
Program Coordinator in 2010. Michele’s experience raising three children
and being involved in their programs has helped her in her current position.

Library Ha

The Lac La Biche County Libraries hosted their 6th Annual Love Your
Libraries on Saturday, March 7th! Guests enjoyed a silent auction, as well as a
“coffee house” show-casing LLB’s local talent. All funds went towards their
children’s programming.

It looks like Three Cities Public Library had a bunch of Leprechauns
in attendance! This is a picture of their first story time of the Spring.
The kids enjoyed listening to stories and making the adorable hats
you see in the picture.

appenings

Myrnam Community Library got a facelift! Rhonda Cusack took over as library
manager in the fall of last year, and she is proud to share her library’s new set-up. As
well, take a moment to meet the library mascot, Dewey (as in Decimal, of course!), a
Mexican Walking Fish. Rhonda says the kids adore him.

Newbrook has a some new furniture at their library, along with an exciting new piece of
equipment—a Smart TV! Tracy the Library Manager says that the TV “has been instrumental in
some of our programs like our Stitch n' Wit....its a crafty kinda group who meet Monday
afternoons. We load the crafting videos from YouTube and the ladies get all sorts of ideas to do on
upcoming sessions. We also plan on using it for our next genealogy session, with YouTube and /or
Ted talk . I am hoping to find a way to use it and have an evening where we do a session about
saving seeds & gardening to tie in with the Seed Lending Library.” She says they also bought a
Wii to use with it.

NLLS Invit

tes You …

